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Neutral Units
HOUSE BOLTON BASTARD’S GIRLS

Q: Is there any effect if I remove all the “Handler” models before 
removing all the “Dog” models?

A: No, a unit’s stats and card determine its capabilities, not the models on 
its tray

Neutral NCUs
PETYR BAELISH (Littlefinger)

Q: Can Petyr trigger effects like Rapid Assault or Onslaught if he 
replaces a different zone’s effect with their effect?

A: No, these effects specifically require the zone to target the unit. See 
General FAQ. 

ROOSE BOLTON (Lord of the Dreadfort)

Q: Does this man scare you?

A: Yes. 

VARYS (The Spider)

ERRATA: Remove last line from Ability:
“This may be repeated if unsuccessful”

Q: If an NCU has an effect that triggers when they claim a 
Tactic Zone, how does this interact with Varys’ Ability (given the 
Simultaneous Actions rule)? 

A: Varys may roll to cancel these effects.

Neutral Attachments
BRIENNE (Maid of Tarth)

Q: In A Clash of Kings and A Storm of Swords, if Brienne targets a 
unit with Knightly Vow and that unit is destroyed and, subsequently, 
redeployed, does her unit still gain the bonuses against them?

A: Yes.

Neutral Tactic Cards
BRIBERY

Q: Does this also remove the effects of Attachments?

A: No.

CRUEL METHODS (Ramsay Snow, The Bastard Of Bolton)

Q: Who exactly suffers the Panic Test at -3, the attacker or the 
defender?

A: : If the attacker fails to destroy the defender, the attacker suffers this test. 
Do not fail Ramsay! 

FEAR KEEPS A MAN ALIVE (Roose Bolton, Lord of the Dreadfort)

Q: Is the “…and 1 House Bolton unit they are engaged with may restore up 
to D3 Wounds” reliant on the unit failing their Morale Test, or does 
it just happen?

A: The entire effect only happens if the enemy unit fails their Morale Test, 
this includes restoring the D3 Wounds

OUR BLADES ARE SHARP (Ramsay Snow, The Bastard 
Of Bolton)

Q: When exactly during the attack do I use this card?

A: Our Blades Are Sharp is used before Attack dice are rolled (and thus 
shares the same trigger with any similar effects/cards). 

SURPRISE STRATEGY

Q: Can my opponent respond to this card being played with other 
Tactics cards?

A: Surprise Strategy only prevents Tactics cards once it has resolved, so 
there is a brief window where enemy Tactics cards can be played against it; 
Specifically, effects with the trigger “When an opponent plays a Tactics card” 
(such as Counterplot, for example, which has a chance to cancel Surprise 
Strategy entirely). 

CALCULATED CRUELTY (Roose Bolton, Lord of the 
Dreadfort)

Q: For this, and similar cards, if something  would cancel the token’s 
effect does it in turn prevent the effect of the Tactics Card? 

A: No. Expending the token is only part of resolving of the Tactics Card’s 
effect. The token itself has no effect that is being applied.
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